PENINSULA MARATHON
15 FEBRUARY 2015

ROUTE DESCRIPTION

The race starts in Somerset Road, Green Point opposite Giovanni’s Deli on the RHS and in
line with a manhole cover on the left hand sidewalk. The start point is 9m before the second
last lamppost on the left hand side of the road before the Grainger Bay Boulevard
intersection, facing east towards Cape Town.

Start Line

Start Location

The athletes run on the left hand side of the road with the traffic for the entire route, and
are directed as such with race marshalls, cones as well as by traffic authorities.
The runners proceed along Somerset Road until the intersection with Buitengracht Street,
where they turn to the right, staying on the left hand side of the road.

Carrying along Buitengracht, after approximately 1 kilometre, the athletes turn left into
Wale Street

And then follow the road left into Adderley Street.

The runners proceed down Adderley, crossing Strand street at the 3km mark and around
the first traffic circle before doing a 360 degree turn at the intersection of Adderley and
Hertzog Boulevard.
Please note that the MyCiti bus lane is NOT used at this point, but rather the traditional
road. (This needs to be coned off).

The runners then run back up Adderley, left around the circle at the Station, and up over
Strand Street.

Past The Golden Acre and Standard Bank, they then turn left into Darling Street.

Staying on the left hand side of the road the athletes carry on along Darling and proceed
into Sir Lowry Road.

Once in Sir Lowry Road, the runners continue along this road, which eventually becomes
Main Road all the way through the Southern Suburbs until they reach Fish Hoek. (This is a
straight and clear road and no additional explanations are required)

Once in Fish Hoek, the athletes turn off Main road to the left into Beach Road

Before returning to Main Road on the other side of Fish Hoek at the 34km mark

The runners carry on through Simonstown until they reach Martello Road. Here they turn
left and proceed down to the finish at the Naval Sports Grounds.

Onto the field

And onto the finish on the half way line of the soccer field.

This is marked such:

The finish is situated on the halfway line of the soccer field at the Naval Sports grounds in
Simonstown, 5m before the second Blue gum tree on the left hand side of the field, facing
south
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